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UnounsU 

abbreviation  UadjectivesU 

ability able UverbsU 

accent accented abbreviate 
accommodation acceptable accentuate UotherU 

accusation accommodating accept actually 
acquaintance accusative accommodate already 
action active accuse anti 
addition added act can 
address adjectival add certainly 
adjective  address commonly 
adverb adverbial affirm comparatively 
affirmation affirmative agree congratulations 
agent agreeable alphabetise correctly 
agreement alphabetical answer just 
airport answerable arrive literally 
alphabet appropriate ascertain lot 
amenity audio ask or 
answer auxiliary befriend  

antecedent basic bejewel perhaps 
apartment bejewelled buy probably 
appendix bilingual call properly 
arrival calling can simply 
article cardinal chance soon 
audio central check there's 
baggage certain clothe toward 
basics checked cognate unfortunately 
breakfast colourful colour versus 
calendar combined combine whatever 
call commanding command what's 
camera common compare whether 
cardinal comparable congratulate whom 
case conceptual conjugate yes 
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centre conditional continue you 
certainty conjugated contract your 
chance continued converse yourself 
chapter countable correct  
check cultural counting  
clause daily date  
clothing dative decline  
cognate definite define  
colleague delicious demonstrate  
colour demonstrative denote  
combination departing depart  
command determined determine  
comparison direct dine  
concept distinct direct  
condition doubtful discover  
conjugation drinkable do  
conjunction easy doubt  
consonant edible drink  

continuation emergency eat  
contraction engaged end  
conversation English engage  
copyright enjoyable enjoy  
correction equivalent equal  
culture exceptional exchange  
currency excusable excuse  
date expressive express  
day familiar familiarize  
declension favourite favour  
definition feeling feel  
demonstration feminine film  
dentist formal form  
departure friendly get  
desk futuristic go  
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dessert genitive greet  
destination grammatical guide  
determination handy have  
dictionary helpful hear  
dinner hurt help  
diphthong idiomatic hurt  
direction ill indicate  
discovery imperative intend  
distinction imperfect interact  
doctor indecisive interrogate  
doubt indefinite introduce  
drink indicative invert  
elision indirect invite  
embassy informal itemize  
emergency inseparable know  
ending intentionally learn  
engagement interactive liaise  

English (the) interrogative like  
enjoyment intransitive make  
equal inverse mark  
etiquette irregular master  
exception knowledgeable mean  
exchange learned measure  
excuse least memorize  
expression likable mistake  
familiarity linguistic mix  
family literal modify  
favourite marked name  
feeling masculine need  
film masterful negate  
form meaningful neuter  
formality memorable nominate  
friend/friendship mistakable number  
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future mixed object  
gender modified order  
goodbye moody part  
grammar national perfect  
greeting native phrase  
guide needy place  
hairdresser negative please  
hearing neutral possess  
hobby next practise  
hotel nice precede  
hurt numerous prefer  
idiom objectionable prescribe  
illness official present  
indecision online pronounce  
indefinite opinionated publish  
indication optional realize  

infinitive orderly recognize  
informality part refer  
instance perfect register  
intention pleasant regulate  
interaction pluperfect rent  
interrogation plural replace  
intonation polite require  
introduction possessive reserve  
inversion preceding respond  
invitation preferential rule  
irregularity presentable salute  
item pretty say  
jewellery previous schedule  
kilometre probable see  
knowledge professional send  
language ready sentence  
learning recognizable separate  
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letter reflexive shop  
liaison regular sightsee  
linguistics related sound  
marker rented speak  
master required specify  
meaning reserved spell  
measurement ruling start  
memory scheduled stay  
menu seasonal stress  
mistake separable subject  
mixture simple suggest  
modification singular swim  
mood skilled symbolize  
movie specific take  
museum starting talk  

name stressed telephone  
nationality strong thank  
native subjective tip  
need subjunctive to be able  
negative suggestive transcribe  
nomination superlative translate  
noun sure transport  
number talkative travel  
objection tense understand  
office transitive use  
opinion translated visit  
option understanding want  
order unfamiliar weaken  
page unstressed wear  
part used welcome  
participle useful will  
passport visiting   
past weak   
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perfection wearable   
person welcome   
phrase    
placement    
pleasure    
plural    
possession    
practice    
precedent    
preference    
prefix    
preposition    
prescription    
present    

probability    
profession    
pronoun    
pronoun    
pronunciation    
proverb    
publisher    
recognition    
reflex    
registration    
relative    
replacement    
requirement    
reservation    
response    
restaurant    
room    
rules    
salesperson    
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salutations    
saying    
schedule    
season    
sentence    
shop    
sightseeing    
single    
situations    
skill    
somebody    
someone    
something    

sound    
speaker    
specification    
spelling    
stay    
steak    
stem    
strength    
stress    
subject    
subjunctive    
suffix    
suggestion    
superlative    
syllable    
symbol    
table    
talk    
taxi    
telephone    
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tennis    
tense    
tension    
terminology    
thing    
throat    
ticket    
today    
tomorrow    
tongue    
transcription    
translation    

transportation    
travel    
trip    
understanding    
use    
verb    
visit    
vocabulary    
vowel    
waiter    
want    
weakness    
weather    
welcome    
wine    
word    
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